
"You can tel l  a  lot  about a person by their  choice of boots.  My boots need to be
comfortable,  but not clumsy. Fashionable,  but functional.  Timeless,  but of  the t ime.

Very few brands get this tr icky balance r ight,  let  alone get them to f i t  expert ly." • Seven calf sizes in widths 32-50cm

• Foot width options scaled per calf size 

• Technically superior lasts that consider foot, ankle and calf

• Clever deployment of stretch panels for a form-fitting finish

AN IMPROVED FIT ACROSS SEVEN CALF SIZES WITH

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT AND ELEVATED STYLE.

FOR      

THE FIT LIBRARY

WOMEN SPOKE, DUOBOOTS ANSWERED: 

• No size discrepancy between leather or suede styles

THE RESULT? 

debbie@fox-collective.com 

+44 (0) 1454 400 044

Boots made by women for all
women in seven calf sizes, that’s
our mission.

DuoBoots has been democratising
perfectly fitting knee high and OTK
boots for the last 47 years. With
Creative Director, Mary Alice 
 (right), at its helm, their mission is
no different. They are dedicated to
creating boots for all women
across ankle boots, calf fit boots
and OTKs. 

The new female power force
behind DuoBoots are passionate
about size inclusivity. DuoBoots is
the only brand worldwide to offer
multiple calf sizes, as well as wide
and standard fit, across their entire
collection.  

When designer Mary Alice Malone first came across
DuoBoots, she fell in love with the British brand’s heritage
and unique fit proposition of calf fitting boots.  

Fast forward three years and the former Olympic
equestrian and Cordwainer’s alumna is about to unveil her
inaugural collection as DuoBoots' new Creative Director. 

Firstly, the celebrated fit concept has been enhanced to
seven calf sizes and a new design signature now means
DuoBoots has more to offer. 

Fêted for her sculptural silhouettes and red-carpet
clientele at Malone Souliers, what can DuoBoots fans and
boot connoisseurs expect from the Creative Director, as
she expands her footwear empire?

For Mary Alice, designing covetable boots in sizes that fit
all women should never be a niche preoccupation. “Now
more than ever, fit and fashion shouldn’t be mutually
exclusive” she adds. 

AW21 styles launch 1st August, with 50 designs priced
from £155 to £275 available to shop online throughout
the autumn and winter months. The collection remains
handcrafted in Portugal, using the highest quality leather,
and is now available globally. 

Secondly, the new collection embraces a more confident
aesthetic. Think cowboy boots, classic riding styles,
silhouette enhancing knee highs and stylish lace-ups in
luxe leathers and a variety of rich hues.

A  R E S O L E
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M A R Y  A L I C E ' S  H E R O E S F O R  A L L  W O M E N

ALL WOMEN.

JOLENE TALL | £255

“I’ve had a long love affair with cowboy

boots. These Jolenes really pack a punch,

they are my favourite dancing boots.”

AUDREY | £195

“This boot is all about subtle proportions.

A curved collar, elegant last and almond

toe, for a nod to riding chic."

EDITH | £195

“An everyday casual boot, these

soft nubuck knee highs are my

go-to for off-duty style.”

ELENOR | £275

“These neoprene OTKs are super

comfortable, featuring a high stiletto

heel and elastic laces - they adjust to

your body shape.”

VERA | £195

“The star feature is the sheep skin

outer; I’ll be wearing these all winter.”

AGNES | £175

“Victoriana meets biker, Agnes’ heavy

tread soles make these my favourite

workwear boot”

#DuoBoots

duoboots.com


